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Editor@QSITE
Specialist learning has, in recent mes, become
democrased. Long gone are the days when a teacher
is seen as an all-knowing expert, replaced in part by the
vast warehouse of people, things and stuﬀ we know as
the ‘net.
I can remember as a starng teacher needing to work
every exercise (I was a maths science teacher before I
got “be$er”), rarely varied from the script, the answer
was the thing. Knowing how to do something ma$ered
and I lived in dread of being asked a queson that I
could not answer. How mes change.
Learning styles have moved on and the internet allows
us all to become specialist learners, using personal
learning networks, MOOCs, resources, tutorials and so
on. Never so powerfully has this been brought home to
me than a.er compleng a year under the internet
tutelage of a master paper folder. I had seen this
dragon, the most complicated thing imaginable, and I
wanted to fold it but there were no guides, no
diagrams, no YouTube videos, nothing. Even the
original designer had only accomplished the whole fold
three mes before saying “enough”.
I was accepted as an online student of a talented
folded from the states. He sent me lessons, demanded
photo evidence that I had completed the lesson before

he was prepared to send me the next one. Over a
period of 12 months, amongst work, life, wine,
chocolate and sleep I gradually mastered the
component skills necessary to tackle the whole model.
Encouragement, self-paced learning, me to stuﬀ up
and learn from the stuﬀ ups made the learning
possible. My teacher was a guide, he provided me with
the smulus, it was my job to act upon it, providing
self-crique and all important evaluaon.
We see, more and more, movated students coming to
our classes with skills way beyond those of a novice.
O.en they have been movated to learn something,
and treat that like a hobby. While not uniformly so,
they approach our subjects in diﬀerent ways – our jobs
as teachers is to provide pathways they can ﬁnd and
follow towards their learning goals. Fortunately Digital
and Communicaon Technologies are rich, varied and
empowering enough so that in most learning situaons
it is now ok to say, “I do not know, but let’s ﬁnd out.”
In this edion, we explore a diverse range of topics that
are sure to pique your interest. Please remember your
associaon needs your help – if you can contribute to
QUICK or know someone who can, please get in touch.
Peter Whitehouse
Editor QUICK

QSITE 2015 State Conference
Date: 23-25 September 2015
Venue: St Margaret Mary's College
1-9 Crowle Street, Hyde Park, Townsville, Qld
Theme: Meeng the Challenge
Call for Papers will be adversed soon
1
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President @ QSITE
Janet Cochrane

How quickly 12 months disappears. Diﬃcult to believe
it is that long since I stepped into this posion. On
reﬂecon we have achieved quite a lot given we are an
associaon of volunteers.
Our year began with a connuaon of the work of the
Digital Champions as they conducted a variety of
events in their areas. A wonderful group of people,
many of whom have connued to contribute beyond
the life of this project, including presenng with Marg
at ACEC2014 in Adelaide.
During the year we saw three very successful Brisbane
– based workshops focused on coding and app
development. It was clear these are areas of high
interest and are perhaps an indicator that there is a
need for more of these both in Brisbane and other
areas.
We also tried our hand at oﬀering Webinars as an
opon for professional development opportunies.
Unfortunately these weren’t supported as well as we
had hoped. This year we will revisit the relaonship we
have with EduWebinar that will sll allow our members
to access these opportunies at a discounted rate.
The re-emergence of a small Sunshine Coast network
has been the result of some great work by Graeme
Breen, along with a generous Google grant. Hopefully
this network will connue to regrow to become the
strong chapter it once was.
The Gold Coast Chapter has been very acve and has
explored many diﬀerent event formats over the past
12 months. Most recently have been the Teach Meet
events. This chapter has also been working with
students and their parents as well as pre-service
teachers. Keep an eye out for their story in this edion
of QUICK.
The Toowoomba Chapter has seen a renewed board
elected and we hope to have them share their story
with us through QUICK someme this year.
The Rockhampton Chapter has also experienced a
revival which they shared with us through a QUICK
arcle last year. Our thoughts are currently with the
Rocky crew as they recover from the devastaon
wrought by Cyclone Marcia. Incredibly, despite that
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disaster, they were sll focused on being able to run
their planned workshops for the coming weeks!
Townsville Chapter is currently in the throes of
planning the State Conference to be held at St
Margaret Mary’s in late September this year. They have
this well in hand and we hope to have further details to
you in the very near future. Please mark the dates in
your calendar – September 23 – 25. By that me we
will all be looking for some warm weather a.er Winter
ﬁnally leaves. Chrise has gone AWOL in her caravan
and has le. the chapter in Trish’s hands for a few
months. We hope she enjoys her travels and look
forward to hearing of her adventures.
Far North Qld (Cairns) chapter connues to run their
local workshops with good a$endance across the
board. Congratulaons also to this chapter for having
another of their local members among our Award
Winners this year. Congratulaons also to Mark
Holland for his reless work in this chapter. A very well
deserved Making IT Happen Award recipient.
In October we held our annual State Conference. Thank
you to Brisbane Girls Grammar for hosng this. While it
was a relavely small conference it didn’t detract from
the quality of presenters.
The standard conference format is becoming more and
more diﬃcult to run successfully. While there are no
doubt a number of reasons for this, the emergence of
the ‘super-conferences’ such as EduTech have had a
signiﬁcant impact on the support vendors are willing to
provide to smaller groups. This is something we are
very mindful of as we move towards the 2015
conference in Townsville, and of course the ACCE2016
conference being held here in Brisbane.
QSITE has signed an endorsement agreement with
EduTech this year which will give our members a
discount on the entry fee. When details regarding this
become available we will share them on the Members
List. We have had involvement in the development of
limited areas of the program and are able to have a
booth as part of the Trade Hall. We hope you will drop
by and say hello if you are a$ending this conference.
EduTech will be moving on to Melbourne in 2016.
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QSITE had a wonderful representaon at ACEC2014 in
Adelaide. Our trade booth was a popular rest stop and
was rarely without visitors, many of whom had fond
memories of the last me Queensland hosted the ACCE
conference – 2006 in Cairns. At the end of the
conference, the baton was handed to us for 2016.
Marg launched the ACCE2016 conference theme and
logo last year. Throughout 2014 this has grown to be
incorporated into a variety of formats for diﬀerent
products. Please take the me to look at our website as
it slowly emerges h$p://www.aomevents.com/
ACCE2016
We have a wonderful commi$ee of dedicated
members who are focused on preparaon for
ACCE2016. Norena Mendiolea is keeping us all on track
and picking up the odd bits and pieces, Karen Swi.
who is looking a.er the program, Fiona Banjer is in
charge of the social media and communicaons, Peter
Albion is taking charge of the paper submissions,
speciﬁcally the refereed papers, Mark Holland is
looking a.er the promoonal acvies, trade display
and sponsorship in conjuncon with Lyn and ﬁnally, I
am doing much the same as Norena, liaising with the
keynotes and picking up the bits and pieces. Each of us
will be starng to look for helpers for their parcular
area so if you are keen to be involved, please make
contact.
We have engaged the services of the events
management company who also supported the
Adelaide conference – All Occasions Management.
Kimberley and Jenna have so far proven to be more
than capable of keeping us focused and on task.
Congratulaons to one of our own board members,
Karen Swi., who was recognized by ACCE for her work
in running the ACCE Study Tours for the past two years.
She was presented with a Making IT Happen jacket at
the ACCE President’s Dinner at the conference.
Last year, Marg highlighted the work that had been
occurring with regards to the Digital Technologies
Curriculum. In 2014 this took a signiﬁcant blow with
the review of the Australian Curriculum overall. I thank
Marg for her work in responding to this and the
response was published in QUICK. ACCE and the other
State and Territory Associaons also published
responses. As you may have heard from Kerri and
Jason at the recent AGM, we are sll progressing with
the implementaon of this curriculum.
Leadership Forum parcipants at ACEC2014
contributed to the development of a posion
statement focused on the elements of teacher
development necessary to ensure successful
implementaon of what is, for most teachers, a whole
new curriculum area. There was a signiﬁcant
representaon from Queensland present and it was
wonderful to see the great contribuon to the

discussion. A one page summary of the posion paper
has now been published on the ACCE website.
On a more administrave note, following the sad
announcement of the closure of the Oz-Teachernet
server and lists, we needed to make a decision as to
whether to connue with a discussion list or move to
an alternave. As you now know, we elected to retain
the lists. Aside from one or two minor glitches the
transfer of the lists to a new host occurred relavely
quietly over the Christmas holidays.
For the past couple of years, we have been working
towards the redevelopment and relocaon of the
QSITE website with the goal of being able to have
greater control and ability to perform tasks common to
many other sites. It is pleasing to be able to say that we
now have the bare bones of a new website in place and
will be populang this over the coming months with a
view to having it fully funconal by the end of this year,
if not sooner.
We thank Peter Wallace and his school for hosng the
QSITE Moodle. In the absence of similar funconality
available on our website, the Moodle has proven to be
ﬂexible enough to allow us to use it for conference
paper submissions, among other things. We will again
be using the Moodle for paper registraon for the 2015
conference.
The dance card for the year ahead is already ﬁlling fast.
Preparaon for the State Conference in Townsville is
already well under way. DATE CLAIMER for 23 – 25
September!
The Digital Technologies Curriculum implementaon
will be a strong focus for us with our partnerships and
PD events. Already, you will have seen a series of
Adobe events adversed on the list. As further
partnerships develop, addional events will also be
adversed.
There is also the very important work towards the
Senior assessment review being conducted by QCAA. I
thank the large number of people who applied to be
the QSITE representave on this working group. It is
heartening to see such a high wealth of experse and
commitment among our members. I’m sure you will all
agree with me that John Oxley will be a strong
advocate for QSITE and I encourage you to discuss your
thoughts and concerns with John.
I look forward to working with all of you and strongly
encourage you to be acve members in your chapters
or networks. It is essenal to ensure the voice of the
teacher is being heard in the current polical climate.
This is only possible when we work together to present
a united and loud voice.
I hope to see many of you in Townsville!
Janet Cochrane
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QSITE Emerging Leader of the Year 2014
Paw Kappel
wide variety of online resources and tools to enhance
their learning across the curriculum.

Paw Kappel currently holds the posion of Head of
Department for Informaon Technology at Bentley
Park College, a co-educaonal P – 12 state college
located in Cairns. Since taking up his posion at the
College in 2011, Paw’s leadership, vision and
experience have enabled him to develop and
implement a plan for Bentley Park College to become a
School of Excellence in Informaon Technology and to
build strong partnerships with local businesses and
industry for the beneﬁt of students at the College.
Paw is a Danish-trained teacher of Mathemacs and IT
and came to teaching with qualiﬁcaons in computer
science and programming and experience in the IT
industry. He also spent a number of years working with
the Danish Ministry of Educaon as a web editor and
developer of online curriculum and teaching materials.
In addion, Paw holds qualiﬁcaons such as a
Cerﬁcate IV in Mulmedia and a Cerﬁcate IV in
Training and Assessment and is a qualiﬁed instructor
for the Cisco IT Essenals (ITE) and Cisco Cerﬁed
Network Associate (CCNA) programs. Paw has also
achieved accreditaon as a facilitator for the Digital
Pedagogical Licence and the HOD Masterclasses.
In developing Bentley Park College as a School of
Excellence in IT, a number of signiﬁcant goals and
milestones have been achieved. Students’ learning is
supported by the use of XO laptops with Android
operang systems in Prep – Year 3; a parent-funded
laptop program in Years 3 – 6; and a BYOD program in
Years 7 – 12. These devices allow students to access a
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The College has also gained recognion as a Microso.
IT Academy and a Cisco Learning Academy and has
established a range of specialist IT courses for its
secondary students, a number of which lead students
directly into IT industry jobs a.er the compleon of
Year 12. Side-by-side with these courses, Paw has
worked to build solid partnerships with local businesses
so that students are provided with authenc learning
opportunies through doing work for real clients as
well as parcipang in work experience and industry
placement. One of the highlights for Paw and his
students has been their work with Queensland Health’s
Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drugs Service (ATODS) to
create games (with an-drug themes) for touch screen
devices and mobile phones. Students have also been
involved in successful creang websites for a number of
small local businesses. Paw’s eﬀorts in establishing links
such as these with business and industry were
recognised in 2013 through an award presented by the
Cairns Business Liaison Associaon.
As well as Paw’s work with students, he has invested a
signiﬁcant amount of his own me in training and
mentoring a number of teachers, both at Bentley Park
College and in other Cairns high schools, so that they
are able to teach specialist IT courses, parcularly those
for Senior Secondary students. In his role as a facilitator
for the Digital Pedagogical Licence, he has also
supported a number of his colleagues to develop their
use of ICTs to enhance teaching and learning across the
curriculum. Another signiﬁcant aspect of Paw’s work
has been oﬀering cyber safety courses for parents at
several diﬀerent schools in the Cairns region. Paw is a
relavely new member of the QSITE Far North
Queensland Chapter but has been involved as a
presenter at the Technology in the Tropics professional
development events.
QSITE is pleased to acknowledge the many and varied
contribuons Paw Kappel has made, and connues to
make, as a leader in the use of ICTs in Educaon by
awarding him the tle of QSITE Emerging Leader of the
Year 2014.
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QSITE Digital Careers Educator of the Year 2014
Jenni Fewtrell

the Digital Pedagogical Licence program and has also
assisted in RESTART training for teachers returning
a.er a period of absence.
In 2013, Jenni was seconded to the South East Region’s
Project 600 Year 7 Numeracy Team. Following analysis
of NAPLAN tests and results, the team worked to
design and deliver lessons based on the IMPACT
(Inspire, Model, Pracse, Apply, Connect, Transform)
framework to enhance students’ problem solving and
higher order thinking. Through online lessons, online
communicaon and school visits, the project team was
able to reach up to 1200 students in parcipang
schools.

Jenni Fewtrell is currently a teacher and Diﬀerenaon
Mentor at Musgrave Hill State School (MHSS) in
Southport where she is acknowledged for her
enthusiasc advocacy of contemporary educaonal
pracces and her innovave use of ICTs to improve
student learning experiences and outcomes. Jenni
recognises the potenal of using ICTs in teaching and
learning to provide inclusive and diﬀerenated learning
experiences so that each student, from high achievers
through to students with disabilies, has the
opportunity to experience success as a learner.
Jenni’s use of digital technologies to enhance teaching
and learning, both within her own classroom and
within her school, is guided by her understanding of
the TPACK (Technological Pedagogical Content
Knowledge) model. As the Chair of the school’s
eLearning Team, she has worked to ensure that the
technology infrastructure within the school is reliable
and that the mentoring, sharing and professional
development opportunies in the school enable
teachers to feel supported and conﬁdent as they use
ICTs to meet curriculum goals and to engage and
inspire students. Jenni has also worked to ensure “the
smart, safe and responsible use of Informaon and
Communicaons Technology” through the wring and
teaching of the Cybersafety program at MHSS.
In recognion of her ability to transform learning with
ICTs, Jenni was awarded her Digital Pedagogy Licence
Advanced in 2011. She is an Accredited Facilitator for

In collaboraon with a colleague, Fiona Banjer, Jenni
has also developed and maintained an online
collaborave project, Beyond Your Back Door! This
project was iniated in 2010 and was designed to help
students develop their wring in authenc and
meaningful contexts. Beyond Your Back Door! has
connued to develop and now forms part of a suite of
learning opportunies oﬀered via the Learning Place to
promote the understanding of global issues and
internaonal co-operaon through a focus on the 2018
Commonwealth Games to be held on the Gold Coast.
Jenni has been a member of QSITE for over 20 years
and an acve member of the Gold Coast Chapter team
since it was established in 2009. She has held the
posion of Chapter Secretary and has just completed
two years as the Gold Coast Chapter Chair. Jenni was a
member of the organising commi$ee for the 2012
QSITE State Conference, hosted by the Gold Coast
Chapter at Coomera Anglican College. The Chapter
team is dedicated to holding regular meengs and
professional development events and Jenni plays an
instrumental role in the organisaon of these events.
Jenni has implemented the TeachMeet concept in the
Gold Coast Chapter and iniated events where parents
and their children are able to learn about digital
technologies together. Jenni also contributes by
willingly sharing her own knowledge and experiences,
not only at the Chapter level, but through
presentaons at QSITE State conferences.
QSITE is pleased to acknowledge the passion,
enthusiasm and experse that Jenni brings to
enhancing student learning with ICTs and her
willingness to support other teachers in their ICT
journeys by awarding her the tle of QSITE Digital
Careers Educator of the Year 2014.
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QSITE Outstanding Leader of the Year 2014
Danielle Carter

Danielle Carter is employed as an
Educaon Oﬃcer Learning & Teaching
Technologies for the Brisbane Catholic
Educaon Oﬃce (BCEO), working with
72 schools in the Southern region of
the Brisbane Diocese as they plan for, engage with and
support innovave learning pracces within their
schools. Danielle has a strong belief in the enormous
possibilies that ICTs oﬀer to enhance and progress
student learning and this is reﬂected in the leadership
she provides.
QSITE has previously acknowledged Danielle’s work by
awarding her Emerging Leader of the Year 2009. In
2013, she became a member of the Apple
Disnguished Educators Group and, in 2014,
parcipated in the Apple Naonal Emerging Leaders
Program and became a Google Cerﬁed Teacher.
Danielle also completed her Masters of Educaonal
Leadership in 2014.
Danielle’s work reﬂects her advocacy for, and
promoon of, the use of ICTs in teaching and learning.
She liaises with schools to capture and share their
learning stories via a YouTube channel and has helped
establish a BCEO identy on iTunesU by developing
courses such as Learning and Teaching with iPads. She
has organised “Mystery Bus Trips” to provide school
leaders with opportunies to see contemporary
learning pracces, alternave learning space design
and One-to-One programs in acon. Danielle has also
established a number of cluster groups to provide
support for schools around their strategic priories
including, for example, invesgaon of pedagogies to
support personalised learning environments and acon
learning projects such as Mobile Devices in the Early
Years and Games and Gamiﬁcaon to Support
Learning. Danielle also worked across 13 schools to
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implement a Design Thinking
iniave with consultancy
support from NoTosh and
established a Google+
community which provides
support for schools and a plaWorm through which to
share their Design Thinking stories.
Danielle has also been involved in organising a variety
of professional development opportunies including
Tinkering workshops with Sylvia Marnez and Gary
Stager, TeachMeets in the Southern region and parent
educaon workshops around technology and learning.
She is currently working to help establish a Google
Cerﬁed Teachers group in the Gold Coast area.
Danielle shares her work professionally through her
online presence, workshops and conference
presentaons, journal publicaons and mentoring. She
has presented at numerous conferences including
EduTech, school librarian conferences such as the ASLA
and SLAQ conferences and Pearson conferences as well
as oﬀering workshops for the Early Years Professional
Network and iPad workshops through the State Library.
Her publicaons include arcles such as Literacy and
iPads in the Australian Teacher Magazine and Learning
Enhanced by Technology stories in the Let’s Explore
2013 edion.
Danielle has been a QSITE member for a number of
years and parcipates in, and assists with, the acvies
of the Gold Coast Chapter. Danielle has also presented
at a number of QSITE State Conferences.
Danielle Carter is undoubtedly a leader who has had a
sustained and signiﬁcant impact on the use of ICTs in
teaching and learning. QSITE is pleased to acknowledge
her passion for, and excellence and innovaon in, the
use of ICTs in educaon by awarding her the tle of
QSITE Outstanding Leader of the Year 2014.
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ISTE Making IT Happen Award
Mark Holland

As an Aﬃliate member of
ISTE (Internaonal Society
for Technology in
Educaon), QSITE is able to
present Making IT Happen
Awards to honour
members who demonstrate outstanding commitment,
leadership and persistence in improving digital learning
opportunies for students. Since the incepon of the
Making IT Happen Award in 1995, more than 500
educators from around the world have received the
award.
QSITE is pleased to acknowledge the extraordinary,
long-term contribuons of Mark Holland, the Chapter
Chair of the Far North Queensland (FNQ) Chapter of
QSITE, by presenng Mark with a Making IT Happen
Award.
Mark is a primary school administrator working for
Educaon Queensland in Cairns. He has a long history
in educaonal compung having been trained in the
ﬁrst intake of Computer Consultants for the Educaon
Department in the early 1980s when computers such
as the Apple IIe, Microbee and Sperry were beginning
to appear in schools. Mark eventually became a
Regional Technology Co-ordinator, implemenng
iniaves such as the Computer Literacy Project and
Computers in the Classroom Project.
Mark is a long-standing member of QSITE and has also
been a member of the QSITE Board for many years. He
was the inaugural Chapter Chair of the Far North
Queensland Chapter and has connued to serve in this

posion for all but two years
when he stepped aside to be
the Conference Chair for the
extremely successful Australian
Computers in Educaon (ACEC)
2006 Conference held in Cairns.
QSITE is beneﬁng from Mark’s ACEC 2006 experience
as he is now serving on the organising commi$ee for
the Australian Council for Computers in Educaon
(ACCE) 2016 conference to be hosted by QSITE in
Brisbane.
Since its incepon, QSITE’s FNQ Chapter has remained
an acve and innovave Chapter under Mark’s
leadership. Key Chapter acvies have included the
Technology in the Tropics professional development
days, the hosng of a variety of student compeons
parcularly in Robocs, and provision of a range of
acvies to support the interest and development of
girls in the IT ﬁeld.
Mark has shared his knowledge and experience
through numerous presentaons at local, state and
naonal conferences and his mentoring of many
teachers and school leaders during his 30 years of
involvement in educaonal compung. Mark’s support
of teachers has enabled them, in turn, to inspire and
encourage students and enhance their learning through
the use of ICTs.
QSITE believes Mark Holland to be a worthy recipient
of this ISTE award as he has truly been Making IT
Happen in Far North Queensland for many years.
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Life Membership
Marg Lloyd
Life membership of QSITE is an award which recognises that
a person has made an extra-ordinary contribuon to the
shape of what QSITE is and an extra-ordinary contribuon to
the strength of computer educaon in Queensland and
beyond. Professor Margaret Lloyd has undoubtedly made
this quality of contribuon. On the QSITE side, her ongoing
commitment to lead the organisaon has manifest itself
through Board membership in an incredible number of roles
over many years, and in her commitment to the agenda
QSITE leads in computer studies and other computer
educaon iniaves. Her inﬂuence on the direcon of
Computer Studies, the new Digital Technologies curriculum,
professional learning models and teacher educaon is
inﬂuenal and highly signiﬁcant, a result which will connue
to shape learning in schools and teacher preparaon for
some me. She is a great ambassador for the Life
Membership award.
I joined QSITE in 1986 when it became obvious
to me that I couldn’t learn how to use ICT on
my own. I have stayed in QSITE because I now
know that it is more about people than
machines.
Margaret Lloyd, Applicaon for ISTE
Outstanding Leader of the Year Award 2008.

QSITE contribu5on
QSITE’s professional community sustains members in their
professional (and personal) life. It is the core of the success
of the organisaon in many ways and it dictates the culture
of events and professional work which surrounds its
members. Other Life Members of this associaon and the
Teacher Leaders over the years, have been recognised for
their contribuon to this strong ideal. Marg Lloyd has spent
much of her QSITE and professional associaon me and
professional career sustaining, leading and invenng this
learning culture in our organisaon and the broader context
in which it sits. When a members name is synonymous with
the deep spirit of the organisaon, their lifeme of
membership has shaped the organisaon for its future. Marg
is one of those members.
She joined in 1986 by coming to a QSITE event.
She began contribung immediately with presentaons at
conferences, workshops and meengs. She has done so
ever since, invenng the forums and professional dialogue
we needed to have. Her collecon of presentaons and
papers at CEG and ACCE events is perhaps the largest in
Australia. Her contribuons are thoughWul and forward
thinking. Her Leadership forums and contribuons have
characterised QSITE and ACCE events for many years.
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She strongly inﬂuenced other members through
implemenng the PCM Syllabus, a ﬁrst in Australia, in a
very unique way, which quickly took us all from the
technical to the problem solving and project based
learning agenda. She used the QSITE PlaWorm to arculate
and share the messages. This early intervenon manifest
into the shape of current syllabuses through reless
commitment.
She became a member of the QSITE Board and has remained
on the board since, holding a record number of diﬀerent
posions, including management and leadership roles.
She has rarely said “no” to any request for her help over
almost 30 years, from various presidents. It is truly an
amazing contribuon.
She has been editor of the journal and inﬂuenced its posive
journey, with both editorial and publishing skills and
inﬂuenced its content and direcon. QUICK grew up under
her inﬂuence with Peter Albion.
She writes well and importantly, for all the publicaons of
QSITE and ACCE. She changes agendas and adds clarity.
She represents QSITE in the major syllabus innovaons QSITE
has championed, especially in the ongoing computer
studies/Technology Studies developments in Queensland
and Australia. She is on all the syllabus development
panels, wring teams and assessment review panels for
these syllabuses. She led the review teams of the
Syllabuses along with other QSITE leaders. She was
appointed chair of the IPT State Review Panel in 2007, a
posion no other QSITE rep ever achieved. QSITE’s
inﬂuence on 20 years of computer studies is largely due to
Marg’s reless leadership.
She has been president of QSITE leading the organisaon
towards the 2016 Naonal Conference. Her presidency
has also inﬂuenced the naonal professional learning
agenda and strongly shaped the future of the
Technologies subject area within Naonal Curriculum
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agenda. Her presidency had le. a strong mark.
Her state and naonal advocacy through QSITE is a strong
legacy for the organisaon. She chaired the ﬁrst QSITE
Advocacy Group which responded to state and naonal
agendas on documents like “Towards a 10 year plan for
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathemacs
(STEM) Educaon and skills in Queensland” and “The
Queensland Curriculum, Assessment and Reporng
Framework”. in 2000-2010. Her inclusive approach to
canvassing the wisdom from the associaon's leaders is
characterisc of her professional approach, for she
embodies the spirit of collecve wisdom and strong
leadership through strong teams. Recently her advocacy
in assisng QSITE’s response to dra.s of the Naonal
Technology Curriculum documents and state syllabus
document dra.s is an important contribuon, which has
perhaps not been matched ever in the associaon’s
history.
Her deep knowledge and understanding of Professional
Learning styles and pracce has resonated in her
iniaves within the organisaon. She ran the ﬁrst and
most successful online professional learning for any
Australian organisaon in 1990. The Reinvenng Pracce
project hosted online professional learning about
pedagogy, high-order thinking skills and teaching
strategies when others were running technical how-to
courses. QSITE stood apart from others in this, because of
her guidance. She largely managed for QSITE, a unique
professional learning model in 96-97 which put Computer
Studies teachers into IT Industry environments to enrich
their curriculum examples. The model was ambiously
extended to a Naonal Computer Studies Conference
where 150 teachers had IT Industry visits and follow up
debriefs within a conference program - certainly nothing
like this had been a$empted before. Naonal conferences
connue to contain remnants of praccal site visits.
The bridge between her professional learning styles work
and naonal advocacy is strong. The producon of QSITE’s
ﬁrst research-based Posion Statement on what we
believe is crical for ensuring quality ICT related
professional development for teachers, is evidence of this.
This paper and subsequent papers expanding on the
‘Celc Knot’ have been cited in many and varied oﬃcial
and unoﬃcial publicaons. The Celc Knot paper won
best paper in the stream at the ACEC2002 Internaonal
Conference in Cairns. It has been downloaded more than
1000 mes from ePrint. Her inﬂuence is signiﬁcant.
More recently, Marg has been very passionate about the
brand new Digital Technologies Curriculum. She has been
involved with the development of this curriculum from
incepon through to delivery. Implementaon is the one
thing we await with baited breath. Marg has been a very
strong advocate for this curriculum and was instrumental
in inspiring the QSITE membership to galvanise
themselves to provide feedback to the dra.s on the way
through. Queensland’s contribuon was noted by the
ACARA folk. The recent polical interference in the
delivery and implementaon of this curriculum have been
a signiﬁcant blow but haven’t exnguished the ﬂame.
Marg’s work towards ensuring Queensland teachers were
prepared for the implementaon of the curriculum has

manifested itself in the development of a wonderful group
of educators who have become known as QSITE’s Digital
Champions.
Online community has characterised QSITE’s leadership
naonally. QSITE began using online community for
members conversaons and professional learning.
Alongside the highly successful oz-teachers community,
Marg connued to inﬂuence QSITE’s online communies
through her contribuons and by iniang conversaons
and events. It’s hard to imagine an ICT in Educaon
community in this country without some regular Marg
Lloyd wisdom. Strategies for provoking conversaons and
dialogue were well pracced by Marg and her teams and
she contributed to naonal conversaons about this over
the years of her career. Much of this dialogue about
dialogue occurs in the professional associaon circles.
Conferences have strongly featured in the history of Marg’s
contribuon to QSITE. Contribung has not been enough.
She has convened many conferences for QSITE and her
conference designs reﬂect the importance of facilitang
professional community and dialogue. She has always
been an internaonal reviewer for conferences in
Australia and overseas including the INternaonal Council
for Computers in EDucaon (ICCE). It is her inﬂuence along
with others, which brought us ACCE2016.
QSITE has already recognised the professional contribuon
of Marg through an Outstanding Leader Award for QSITE
and ACCE in 2007, plus nominang her for the equivalent
ISTE award. Her applicaons are impressive reading
reﬂecng her signiﬁcant leadership over nearly 30 years.
ISTE recognised her projects and professional associaon
work with “Innovaon” awards in 2007-08. She is also a
major player in the ISTE tours and contributes to the
success of those tours. It is truly indicave of the
reputaon of a professional, when the ISTE execuve
know of your work and name ﬁrst hand, as do many in the
Internaonal Professional community in which Marg is
incredibly highly regarded. She promotes QSITE and its
work with world leaders internaonally and that is
incredibly important for QSITE.
For many high impact professionals like Marg, the
relaonship between professional associaon
contribuons and everyday professional work blurs. The
crossover is o.en inﬂuenced by research agendas. Marg’s
PHD thesis was located in history of Computer Educaon
in Queensland and QSITE’s early inﬂuence on policy was
well researched and shared in her work. This must have
inspired Marg to connue to ensure QSITE’s inﬂuence on
policy is unwavering. We need to thank her for this and
ensure this work connues.
Much of Marg’s professional associaon project work has
been researched by herself and others, or the research
was a project which was deliberately designed to change
policy and pracce. She has thus added quality arguments
to agendas and used QSITE as a plaWorm for improving
educaon in schools. This is precisely what a professional
associaon should do for ICT in educaon leaders in this
state. Eg: “Towards a model of eﬀecve Professional
development in ICT for teachers. Commissioned Report for
QSITE”, 2005. Her researched pracce has inﬂuenced
many teacher researchers and research students and her
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role modelling in this regard has been substanal. QSITE
values its place in this history.
Marg is not a lone ranger. Her reason for choosing QSITE as
her professional family was driven by its professional
community. Her contribuons have been inﬂuenced by
her co-workers and peers. She has connuously coauthored work, jointly managed projects and
collaboravely worked in the associaon towards shared
outcomes. This is her personal knack and perhaps her
greatest contribuon to the organisaon. Her shared
authorship and co-management status on her professional
CV does not detract from her professional contribuon to
QSITE, being celebrated here, but rather characterises
why she is worthy of a life member award. She is indeed a
co-member to many in the organisaon.

Volunteer Contribu5ons
This life membership award of QSITE is an opportunity to
celebrate the lifeme contribuon of a member to the
organisaon. The caliber of person usually means they
have are much broader and signiﬁcant contribuon which
develops alongside the QSITE journey. For Marg Lloyd,
her contribuons to other non-proﬁts projects is
interwoven with her inﬂuence on our professional
landscape. These include:
Managing and shaping the world’s longest serving online
educaonal community in the world, oz-teachers, against
incredible odds, including too o.en - no budget.
Hosng a range of oz-TeacherNet curriculum projects and
aspects of Aussie SchoolHouse
Establishing a Qld base for Quest Atlans and similar gaming
and online projects
Hosng a range of research projects in RITE, A research
group at QUT which was largely a volunteer workload on
top of all other work dues.
Contribuons to other professional arenas through
ASCILLITE, AARE and IADIS
Internaonal collaboraons in New Zealand, UK, Scandinavia
and with leading internaonal researchers like Mark
Brown, Be$y Collis, Toni Downes, Geoﬀ Romeo, Peter
Albion and others.

Professional work
For professional leaders, their employment also facilitates
their capacity to inﬂuence the agendas of the professional
associaon. Marg was a professional leader as a teacher
since 1980, as a part me academic since1996, and as a
tenured academic since 2001, gaining Senior Lecturer
posion in 2005 and currently an Associate Professorship.
Her workload has always been enormous. The QSITE
family see her in her extracurricular me; at meengs,
conferences, in commi$ees, online and at events. There is
always a workload waing at the workplace a.er the
volunteer work suspends. Academics have an employer
who doesn’t mind if employees work a hundred hours a
week. The QSITE community knows this pa$ern well and
values the extra-ordinary professional eﬀort given by
Marg to her professional work and how it has inﬂuenced
her and their professional knowledge. Although this award
recognises the direct contribuons by Marg to the QSITE
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professional community, her contribuons to the ﬁeld are
signiﬁcant, though a CV list barely constutes adequacy
recognion. This extensive list is available at:
The QSITE community knows the inﬂuence of such work and
it is that which is worthy of extra comment.
New teachers - Some of the best new IT teachers in
Queensland have had Marg as a lecturer, mentor and guide
as they prepare to become teachers. Her workplace has
recognised this contribuon. "QUT has an outstanding record
of achievements under the Australian Awards for University
Teaching in line with achievements under the naonal
Teaching Fellowship program. This includes the recent
announcement that Associate Professor Margaret Lloyd
received one of only six Naonal Teaching Fellowships
awarded in 2012. QSITE members recognise the calibre of
new teachers and welcome them into our membership.
Marg cares about her student teachers and nurtures them in
an old fashioned way, universies are less and less able to
achieve.
New Researchers - Marg has helped nurture the next
generaon of ICT in Educaon researchers. Not only are they
helped in their goal of compleng quality research and
dissertaons, but they are helped to share their research
with us at conferences and through publicaons and in the
work they do. Her love of quality research is spread through
her mentoring of others and we all beneﬁt from that.
Pedagogy - we know from our observaon of her work and
from her published research that pedagogy is important to
Marg. She is ﬁrstly a good teacher with sound pedagogical
pracce and demonstrates this at every opportunity. We
have all learned new pedagogical ideas from her. Her student
teachers know about ICT and pedagogy and she has ensured
generaons of new teachers and QSITE members know
about the interweaving of content, pedagogy and
assessment. Her consistent use of the TPACK model in the
inﬂuenal Teaching Teachers to the Future Project in
Australia has helped shape use of ICT in Terary courses
across the country. We value her messages about ICT
Pedagogy and curriculum interpretaon in this organisaon.
Nurturing others - This is a trademark of Marg. We all have
been helped in our professional and somemes personal
lives, by this good leader and good friend. This is a big legacy
for this organizaon and others will need to work hard to
meet the standards set by this important QSITE mentor. Her
inﬂuence on the this side of our organizaon is
immeasurable. The Digital Champions project is full of strong
excellent leaders who have been nurtured by and inﬂuenced
by the strength of this remarkable professional.
Knowledge in the ﬁeld - what we know about using
computers and ICT with young people has grown over the
years because of Marg’s research, teaching and work. She
challenges ideas, asks quesons, tries ideas and shares what
she researchers. This contribuon is so important and one
the associaon values enormously.
Common sense - in her work within the associaon and
within the ﬁeld of work, she has simple common sense. She
is a straight shooter and is able to use her capacity to see
through policy quagmire to achieve results. She has taught
many of us that.
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Young ICT Explorers Advice from the
Experts
By the Digital Careers, Educator Advisory Commi$ee
Young ICT Explorers is a great opportunity to engage
students in a real life technology project. It is a great
opportunity for students to use technology to develop
a soluon to a problem, create something excing or
showcase their passion.
If you haven’t registered for Young ICT Explorers this
year, it’s not too late. Visit

www.youngictexplorers.net.au by 26th June, 2015 to
register online. Digital Careers interviewed some
veterans of the event to bring you some helpful ps to
help get this compeon started in your school this
year. They also have some great online resources that
you can use – visit www.digitalcareers.com.au/
resources/

How did you get students involved in YICTE?

How do you manage the ideation phase?

11
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What resources do you use?

How does attending a presentation day event benefit students?
The students love it!

It gives students the opportunity to meet
academics and industry specialists and broaden
their understanding of possible study and career
pathways.

12

It contributes to their digital
identy. Some students
introduce themselves as a YICTE
award winner or ﬁnalist.

It helps students see outside their
circle of reference and grow
possibilies in their minds.
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What tips can you give teachers who are new to the event?

This year the submission deadline is 21st July for Qld, NSW and Victoria and 31st July for the ACT and WA.
Finalists will be invited to a$end a presentaon day during August to September. Individual judging event
dates and compeon details are available on the Young ICT Explorers website. At this stage 45 schools
including 16 in Queensland have already registered for the event. Where will ICT take your students this
year?

What will
your YICTE
project be?
Wearables?
Robots?
Electronics?
Games?
Websites?
Simulaons?
Apps?
Something
else?
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If you were to describe yourself in a sequence of colours, which
colours would you choose? Why?
This is the queson hundreds of young Australian
students set out to explore with Pixel Mosaic, a new
project based engagement iniave from creave
technologist Mic Black.
What is the Pixel Mosaic project?
In January 2015, students used their smartphones,
tablets and laptop computers to register at
www.pixelmosaic.com.au (a DETE accessible website)
and parcipate in a world-ﬁrst easy introducon to
physical compung in a STEAM context.
Once registered, students accessed online and selfguided learning materials covering:
• the importance and abundance of colour in

communicaon
• the diﬀerence between addive and subtracve

colour
• the interacon between so3ware and physical

outcomes
• self reﬂecon and expression on what colour means

on a personal level.

Using a specially designed interacve web site to
encourage exploratory learning, students mixed
amounts of red, green and blue light together to form
colours on their digital devices. Students took these
colours and created an animaon of up to 20 diﬀerent
colour blends that they felt expressed their life,
inﬂuences and personality.
Along with creang colours, students also wrote a short
story about why they chose the colours that they did.
The “Colour Story” provided the students with an
opportunity to communicate their reasoning to others
and a catalyst for thought-provoking self reﬂecon. It is
through these stories that students were able to
demonstrate their understanding of how colour relates
to them.
Once completed, the Pixel Mosaic team selected 468 of
the many student entries to be created into a physical
art installaon. This was completed by taking the
colour sequences chosen in the student entry and
individually programming a custom made
microcontroller and LED circuit on each le to play that
colour sequence animaon.

These electronic “Pixel Tiles” were then assembled into
a large 4.5m x 2.2m interacve digital mosaic and
headlined at a “Digital Disrupon” art gallery exhibion
and events.
The top 100 colour stories were also on display using an
interacve touchscreen display stand beside the
mosaic. This allowed the general public to read the
stories from the students, see the colour sequences
and locate the their unique le in the wall.
The Beneﬁts of Fric5onless Design for Crea5ve
Outcomes
The Pixel Mosaic project is simple to parcipate in and
is explicit about the intenon to learn about colour,
communicaon and self reﬂecon from the ﬁrst
interacon; This is comfortably delivered through the
use of ‘friconless design’ to gradually reveal
educaonal content through mulple, seamless stages.
Through measured experimentaon, we found that
encouraging the student to discover the learning tools
and materials promoted more creave expression and
encouraged more unique material when compared
with a direct queson and answer format.
Using sophiscated tracking tools, we were able to
record the diﬀerence in student engagement levels
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whilst compleng their colours and stories when
parcipang in a facilitated workshop environment
(classroom) compared to in their own me (home).
Acvity

During Face to Face
Workshops
(classes / facilitated)

Online Self Iniated

Min

Max

Avg

Min

Max

Avg

Time
engaged
(mins)

10

47

26

8

42

22

Colours
selected

4

20

18

2

20

16

Length of
story
(chars)

59

500

468

194

499

497

Age of
parcipants

5

18

10

4

19

12

(home/ self directed)

.

Through data mining the submissions, we were able to
also view interesng pa$erns in the colour selecon
and reasoning.
• blue / turquoise / aqua is featured in almost every

entry and is associated with water and/or calm.
O.en mulple blue tones will feature in the one
colour sequence entry
• yellow is the second most common o.en

represenng the sand, sun or happiness and
excitement
• pink / purple / mauve is another common tone and

is almost invariably associated with family and close
relaonships
• white is the least chosen tone however when

chosen represents cleanliness and balance
• 81% of parcipants with a known gender were

female
• the longest stories were wri$en by male

parcipants
• many of the parcipants did not idenfy with being

‘arty’ or have any speciﬁc interest in the arts
however were drawn to the high energy nature of
the materials and the opportunity to express
themselves
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An inspiring visual spectacle of physical compu5ng
The large 4.5m x 2.2m digital mosaic is a visual
spectacle that captures the a$enon and imaginaon
of viewers and provides a tangible outcome from the
student’s eﬀorts.
It provides the students with a connecon between the
digital medium where they completed their colour
sequence and the physical world. The Pixel Mosaic
project introduces students to the rewarding ﬁeld of
physical compung.
Physical compung is one of the fastest growing areas
of compung. Mic, a seasoned Arduino and
microelectronics engineer has given public workshops
on how to build wearable technology, robots, sound,
lighng and sophiscated sensor based systems for
students since 2013.
“When a child discovers that they aﬀect the physical
world around them through programming, it is like
watching a spark of new possibilies ﬂash across their
face. They become measurably more engaged in their
learning than any web site, game or other technology
pursuit I have seen” - Mic Black, at a recent talk on
technology in educaon.
How to get your school, social club or students
involved
Pixel Mosaic is a new iniave to address new learning
opportunies in creave physical compung.
Mic is looking for forward thinking schools, companies
and advisory commi$ees to assist in providing early
adopon, valuable feedback and guidance to make this
project accessible to as many students as possible.
Pixel Mosaic has mulple delivery methods for grade 39 project-based learning including:
• online, on-demand, self-guided direct parcipaon

through the web site to produce a virtual Pixel
Mosaic placement
• classroom level learning materials for a self-

facilitated workshop to produce a virtual Pixel
Mosaic placement
• Pixel Mosaic facilitated workshop on-site or

remotely assisted to produce a physical Pixel Mosaic
placement
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For advanced classes in secondary schools, Pixel Mosaic
can also facilitate on-site workshops to directly create
and control the physical Pixel Tiles through so.ware
classes covering several Design and Technologies based
outcomes using Arduino® and open source
technologies.

Pixel Mosaic is a new and inving opportunity for self
discovery and learning combining art, technology and
self reﬂecon through engaging tools to produce
tangible visual outcomes.
Web site: www.pixelmosaic.com.au
Contacts:
General enquiries: info@pixelmosaic.com.au
Public Events and Bookings:
events@pixelmosaic.com.au
Direct Contact: Mic Black (Creator) 0429 037 639
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Game Making with Visual
Programming Tools
By Ma$hew Jorgensen
Visual Programming, like web 2.0, has enabled
consumers to become producers. Instead of having to
wait for the programming experts to use characterbased code to create games, everyday people (yes, even
your students) can now design and produce great games.
The process of making these games has been simpliﬁed
through the proliferaon of visual programming
environments, but the skills and processes used by our
students in the creaon of these games are sll
important and can enable the delivery of 21st Century
Skill
Sense-Making

Social Intelligence

Example

Ability to determine the deeper
meaning or signiﬁcance of what is being
expressed
Ability to connect to others in a deep
and direct way, to sense and smulate
reacons and desired interacons

Making decisions about the best way to construct codes or
scripts using higher order thinking skills (Creaon, Evaluaon,
etc)
Through the creaon and playing of games, students can
collaborate and work interdependently. Also, the game itself
can enable students to connect and also smulate posive
reacons and interacons
A soluon can o.en be implemented in diﬀerent ways.
Students need to use the most eﬃcient and reliable code for
their games to be bug-free. This can require innovaon and an
extension of the basic knowledge of the tool
The games need to appeal to the myriad of gamers across the
globe. Working with students from diﬀerent backgrounds can
help the students devise diverse soluons and games
Visual programming tools can be used to immerse the students
into the world of computaonal thinking without the need to
know how to code
In order to market their games, students can leverage the
explosion of social networking plaWorms to promote and share
their product

Proﬁciency at thinking and coming up
with soluons and responses beyond
that which is rote or rule-based

Cross-Cultural
Competency

Ability to operate in diﬀerent cultural
se^ngs

Computaonal
Thinking

Ability to translate vast amounts of data
into abstract concepts and to
understand data-based reasoning
Ability to crically assess and develop
content that uses new media forms,
and to leverage these media for
persuasive communicaon
Literacy in and ability to understand
concepts across mulple disciplines

Transdisciplinarity

Design Mindset

Cognive Load
Management

Virtual
Collaboraon
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A recent report from the University of Phoenix Research
Instute (www.i5f.org/futureworkskills) talks about
future work skills of 2020. These skills directly impact
upon our students when we consider their careers and
what the future might hold. This reports idenﬁes 10
future work skills, and you can safely say that all 10 of
these skills are directly or indirectly promoted and
strengthened through the game making process.

Deﬁni5on

Novel And
Adapve Thinking

New-Media
Literacy

Learning.

Ability to represent and develop tasks
and work processes for desired
outcomes
Ability to discriminate and ﬁlter
informaon for importance, and to
understand how to maximize cognive
funconing using a variety of tools and
techniques
Ability to work producvely, drive
engagement, and demonstrate
presence as a member of a virtual team.

Mathemacs is the most obvious area that is directly and
indirectly reinforced through visual programming. However,
visual arts, music, science, logic and literacy are also well
represented. Also, the context of the game can be based in a
learning area
This is a no-brainer. The design process is imperave for the
look of the game and its objects, as well as the gameplay
Decisions have to be made when making games. Game makers
need to know how to ﬁnd the best tutorials to help them learn,
and have to shield themselves from the deluge of available
mulmedia that will not help their game-making processes
Collaborang is a 21st century skill that is a vital part of the game
-making process for students and one of the best ways for
students to create a successful game
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The tools that are used to create games using visual
programming have their origins in some basic but
powerful applicaons based in science, technology and
learning theory. One excellent feature of most of these
products is that they can be compable with external
devices as an extension of their funconality. Lego
NXT, Arduino, Xbox Kinect, Wiimote and Sphero are
just some examples of physical technologies that can
add value to these languages. Let’s have a look at the
progression of educaonal programming languages,
starng with a cool li$le turtle from the 60s.
Logo
Logo was designed in 1967. One of the creators was
MIT visionary and Jean Piaget protégé Seymour Papert,
who evolved Piaget’s construcvist theory into the
hands-on construconist theory. This basically means
knowledge through construcon, and has directly
inﬂuenced the Maker Movement.

(scratch.mit.edu). You can even embed your Scratch
project so that it can be used as an app, demonstraon
or interacve. Scratch uses drag and drop funconality
to sequence diﬀerent types of blocks into scripts.
There is scope for adding sound eﬀects and the
innovave and creave ways that people have used
Scratch is evident in the gallery.
If you are looking to embed programming into your
school, Scratch is a great entry level tool. Combined
with the made-for-touch ScratchJr, it forms a fun Prep
to Six (and beyond) programming thread in a school’s
curriculum. The Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the
MIT Media Lab is leading the way with this product,
under the guidance of Mitchel Resnick (@mres).

Logo, derived from the Greek ‘logos’ meaning
‘thought’, is not a visual programming language but
this can be a$ributed to the level of technology
available at the me. To make Logo work, the user
writes basic instrucons for a turtle to follow:
pd

(pen down to draw a line)

fd 10

(forward 100 steps)

rt 90

(turn right 90 degrees)
Logo Turtle

Scratch Interface

Microworlds
Microworlds is a version of the Logo language that uses
a mulmedia environment. Microworlds leveraged
improved technology such as colour screens to deliver
animaons, games and simulaons that were more
engaging for the user and more powerful in terms of an
end result. However, the syntax was sll very much
based in Logo. Maybe Logo 2.0 is a good analogy.

ScratchJr
Released in 2014, ScratchJr is visual programming for
the young touch generaon. This is Scratch stripped
back, but with some nice new features all aimed at the
young kiddies. Mitchel Resnick and the MIT team have
done a great job to adapt Scratch to make the most of
the tablet explosion and to also engage young students
in the learning to code process without even knowing
it. It is also intuive in some of the funcons, such as
the image editor that allows a student to swap a blank
face for an image of their face. Then they become the
star of the story!

Microworlds Interface

Scratch
Scratch is, as the cool kids say, ‘da bomb’. Now up to
version 2.0, it has a regularly updated oﬄine editor and
an online tool, backed by a thriving community
ScratchJr Interface
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Snap BYOB
Snap is an extension of Scratch, developed by the Lifelong team. A feature point of diﬀerence is the ability to take a
number of linked blocks (a script) and ‘zip’ them into a single block, just like a zip ﬁle. This is great because a Scratch
script can get very long and it is hard to manage when you are scrolling up and down in the editor. This is just one
improved feature. It runs in a browser and uses Javascript.

Snap BYOB

AR SPOT

Tynker

AR stands for Augmented Reality, which is used here as
a way of interacng with the Scratch applicaon. The
webcam is used to stream a live background. By using
markers, the programmer can use special blocks to
interact with the objects (sprites) on the screen. For
example, rotang a marker or QR Code and change the
colour of a sprite or make it grow and shrink. AR Spot
is available as a download with the markers to print. It
was developed by Georgia Tech Augmented
Environments Lab. This is a great glimpse into the
future ways of interacng with computers.

Tynker has obvious links to Scratch but is catering for
the game makers out there. The aesthec is
contemporary and stylish, and the costumes and
backgrounds look amazing. Tynker is an online editor,
but has a great feature that allows teachers to set up
classrooms and add students to follow via the
dashboard. There are comprehensive tutorials
available and lesson plans to use. This is an excellent
product and a step up from the Scratch environment
with the same style of programming.
Kinect2Scratch
Rising another level or two is the innovave
Kinect2Scratch. This so.ware enables data from a
Microso. Xbox Kinect controller to be processed in
Scratch. This allows for the programming to make use
of the gesturing and moon control oﬀered by Kinect.
This is similar to AR Spot, but uses the powerful gaming
technology that many of our students have in their
living rooms. Is this interacvity a glimpse into the
future of teaching and learning?

AR Spot Interface

Kinect2Scratch
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Minecra>

Project Spark

Minecra. is a phenomenon. Created by Markus
Persson and Jens Bergensten of Mojang, it has reached
cult-like status amongst students the world over, and it
would be remiss of educators not to harness the
beneﬁts of Minecra. in the learning process. The 3D,
blocky, pixelated aesthec is in stark contrast to
Project Spark and other contemporary games, but
allows for the building of landscapes, buildings and
characters. Microso. liked it so much they bought
Mojang for US $2.5 Billion in 2014.

Now we are talking serious innovaon, creaon and
fun. Project Spark is a beast. Created by Team
Dakota and Microso., Spark has only been around
since May 2014. It takes the Kode language and turns
it into a very sophiscated game-making applicaon.
Spark is free from the Windows (Windows 8 only) and
Xbox stores, and also boasts a thriving community of
players and creators. Students will need a Microso.
account (Xbox, Outlook, etc) to use the so.ware
which weighs in at a he.y 2.3 GBs.

The main object of Minecra. is to dig or mine and build
or cra.. The environment is a living world, with night
and day and diﬀerent weather pa$erns. Animals are
running around ready to be tamed or farmed. There is
a real sense of ﬁghng for survival from the elements
and even bad guys. A good way to think of it is less as
a game and more a toy that you can play with to build
and create. Kind of like Lego in the physical world, but
without any original connecon to the plascs blocks.

This has to be seen to be believed. As it is so
sophiscated, it has several tutorials the will talk you
through the basics of the programming side. You can
create on PC or Xbox, and you can even plug an Xbox
controller into your PC or laptop, just like Kodu, to
play or create. It is sll relavely simple to create
games in what is an intuive environment. For
examples, diﬀerent characters come with brains that
are already programmed to carry out that character’s
personality.

Based on the sandbox paradigm, users can create
expansive worlds to roam. Single player games are
based on creang and are without antagonists.
Mulplayer games require survival from enemies. A
great place to start your Minecra. invesgaon is
Minecra.Edu (minecra.edu.com).

Students can use Xbox points to buy new worlds and
characters to go beyond the basics. The implicaons
are that in order to ulise this at your school, you
need to go through a fairly rigorous process of
permissions, technical nkering and organisaon. It
may be best delivered as an out-of-class acvity at the
beginning, although we intend to use it to create an
interacve story for Year 7 Media Arts.

Project Spark

Minecra3
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Kodu
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Kodu is a free Microso. product from Kodu Game Labs,
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community and can even be created with and played
on Xbox. The sprites are controlled by programming
the ‘brains’, and worlds are created easily with a p of
the hat to Minecra. in some instances. This is an
engaging and challenging applicaon which is devoted
to game making. It is supported by events like the
Kodu Kup and Hour of Kodu for parents. On PC, it is
available on Windows XP, Vista, 7 and 8 with some
system caveats. It is also supported by copious
tutorials and resources to help teachers embed it into
the classroom.
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So, don’t take my word for it. Do your own
invesgaons and ﬁnd out which one of these
awesome products will cater for game making in your
classroom. Maybe you need something with more
ﬂexibility and scope, like Construct 2 or Mul Media
Fusion 2.5. My advice is to have a mud map of the
ﬁnished product, with some must have inclusions, but
allow the students to use the power of social
construcvism to build the skills and knowledge of the
tool.
Some of the best learning in school happens in
lunchme clubs and gatherings, free of curriculum and
assessment constraints. Game making with visual
programming languages is a contemporary and
valuable precursor to computer programming and
coding.
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Gold Coast Chapter and TeachMeets
“You'll never know everything about anything, especially something you love.” by Julia Child

By Ma$hew Jorgensen
A.er several successful years under the guidance of some
dedicated and enthusiasc leaders, the QSITE Gold Coast
Chapter made a concerted eﬀort at the end of 2014 to be a
li$le more strategic and plan ahead for the events oﬀered to
the teachers and teaching students on the Gold Coast. So,
with a new and inexperienced chapter chair (that’s me), we
looked at ways to engage the locals with some events that
are innovave, relevant and somewhat ﬂexible.
The TeachMeet is a professional learning model that
certainly ﬁts the bill. To paraphrase the TeachMeet
Australia website (h$p://www.teachmeet.net/), TeachMeets
are informal meengs where all parcipants are encouraged
to come armed with an ideal, tool, success or failure to share
with the audience. They can be hosted in any locaon such
as libraries, schools and pubs, with an emphasis on hearing
stories from the classroom about learning and networking
with real teachers.
The GC Chapter has held two TeachMeets thus far, with a
total audience of around 40 a$endees. Our next TeachMeet
is hosted by Varsity College, the ﬁrst me we have met away
from Coomera Anglican College. Varsity is a central locaon
on the GC, so we are hoping for a bigger crowd to keep
building this learning paradigm.
A.er gathering a few names via an Excel Online registraon
form, we asked if a$endees have anything to share. This
gives us a dra. agenda that can be used in the next round of
promoons to try and capture the interest of potenal
a$endees. The scope of a$endees is wide, so we try to aim
at the classroom teacher who is looking for something to
embed in their own pracce or wants to be inspired by
what’s new in #TechEd.
We look to make the presentaons as interacve as
possible, so open wiﬁ is a must. A good p is to ask
presenters what they need in terms of cords and adapters,
as there are so many diﬀerent types of output jacks being
used across professional and personal devices. If they have
their own, these should be brought in for use. If you have
access to a HoverCam style overhead camera, this can be
used to project the screen in lieu of a compable cord.
Another opon is a wireless display receiver such as
ScreenBeam Pro, Belkin ScreenCast or Netgear Push2TV.

(temporary) chapter website so that teachers don’t have to
furiously take down notes. For TeachMeet #2, the topics
were:
• Microso. Oﬃce Mix (h$ps://mix.oﬃce.com/)
• Gold Coast Google Educators Group (h$p://goo.gl/
d1Gw16)
• Google Forms
• Class Flow (h$ps://classﬂow.com/)
• EverySlide (h$p://everyslide.com/)
• Oﬃce 365 / OneNote Class Notebook Creator (h$p://
bit.ly/1wfXitB)
• OneDrive Excel Online Surveys (h$p://bit.ly/1wfXqZZ)
• Microso. Sway (h$ps://sway.com/)
• ScratchJr (h$p://www.scratchjr.org/)
A.er the end of the session, a$endees gravitate towards the
presenters who showed them something that they like. This
is a really valuable me to make connecons and seek
advice. In many ways, the presentaon part of the
TeachMeet is all about the follow-up chat and further
networking. TeachMeets are also a good opportunity for
colleagues to promote their own PD in the spirit of sharing
and learning.
Our next session is on Gamiﬁcaon and should be lots of fun.
This is a tradional PD event and delivered in a friendly QSITE
style. Another new type of event is our family fun day set
down for Saturday morning, 30 May. The context here is
that teachers bring along their children, or hopefully the
other way around, to learn new skills in a hands-on
environment.

Our sessions run for 90 minutes, and on the a.ernoon we
begin with light refreshments to give teachers the
opportunity to mix and have a chat. This is followed by the
welcome and general informaon about the venue and
facilies, and then an a$enon-grabbing video of some
whizz-bang new technology. The agenda is next, with a ﬁnal
call for last minute sharers.

The real stumbling block to holding any event is the
promoon. The only ways to do this are by the QSITE mail
lists or direct emailing. The former only targets QSITE
members past and present, which does not grow the
organisaon’s reach. The la$er feels like a covert spamming
operaon. However, we add a note to reply ‘Unsubscribe’ to
no longer receive the emails.

Being the host, I like to start oﬀ just to set the tone and try
to break the ice. Quesons are welcome and a great way for
presenters to feel that they are reaching their audience. The
notes and links for each presenter are displayed on our

We started using the TeachMeet model as a way to
introduce teachers to QSITE in an informal environment. It
has already paid oﬀ with some new and enthusiasc
members becoming regulars.
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Re-Designing Library Spaces for 21
Century Learning
By Laurel Ball

An overview of how Assisi Catholic College is evaluang
the design of the learning spaces in the library in order
to reﬂect 21st century learning styles.
Background:
Opening in 2005, we are a P-12 college with relavely
new facilies. A few years a.er opening, the library
formed a partnership with the ICLT department to
become an iCentre and this facility caters for the
informaon needs of around 1350 students. This
means that the iCentre not only contains the
tradional aspects of a library but also caters for digital
informaon needs. Currently, all students from Years 4
to 12 have their own digital device, with Prep to Year 3
starng a BYOD program next year. The accelerated
pace of new technologies and subsequent changes in
educaon mean that even recently designed schools
require consistent evaluaon and updang. In 2013,
armed with a new interest in the design of learning
spaces, (piqued by my study with Dr Hilary Hughes in
the Masters of Educaon – Teacher Librarianship at
QUT) and inspired by the pedagogical wisdom of Sir
Ken Robinson, I started to examine and re-evaluate the
way that spaces in our school library were being used.
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Ra5onale:
The central premise of our re-design is reﬂected in the
words of Sir Ken Robinson:
“We have to go from what is essenally an industrial
model of educaon, a manufacturing model, which is
based on linearity and conformity and batching people.
We have to move to a model that is based more on
principles of agriculture. We have to recognize that
human ﬂourishing is not a mechanical process; it's an
organic process. And you cannot predict the outcome of
human development. All you can do, like a farmer, is
create the condions under which they will begin to
ﬂourish.” (Woods, 2011)
Our goal is for the iCentre to be a space where learning
is ﬂexible, equitable and student-centred. Contrary to
this, an examinaon of the design found the space to
represent a transmission model of learning, where
teachers would impart their knowledge to students,
who passively receive it whilst si^ng in ordered rows.
Our library learning spaces contained rows of
rectangular desks and chairs in the same colours – a
rigidly tradional design. This was a contradicon for a
school so heavily invested in 21st century pedagogies.
We needed a design that was more conducive to a
construcvist approach to learning, where
collaboraon and project-based, blended learning using
current technologies could help our students to
ﬂourish. The design also needed to allow space for
individual learning and reading. La Marca (2010)
suggests that during the design process, it is important
to posion the library as “human-centred” so that it is
seen as a cultural and social space. We realised that the
purpose of our iCentre was not just a place to borrow
books or get a computer ﬁxed – it is a social centre that
reﬂects the values of it community.
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thereby enabling the new pedagogies to occur
(Educaon.au, 2010). A library that features a ﬂuid
design such as this, will allow for the “customisaon
and personalisaon of learning” which is a foundaon
principle that underpins future-focused design in
school libraries (Hay & Todd, p.34, 2010).
Process:
The ﬁrst step in the re-design process was to decide
what type of project we wanted to undertake. As
previously indicated, the library building and
furnishings are relavely new, and as such, it would be
impraccal to propose an enre re-design of all the
space at once. There needed to be a long-term plan for
re-designing various zones, with an overall vision to
have all spaces updated within 2 - 3 years. The
examinaon of educaonal policy documents is an
essenal step in planning the design of any learning
space (La Marca, 2010). We took inspiraon from the
ASLA (Australian School Library Associaon) document,
“Standards of Professional Excellence for Teacher
Librarians” (2004) which speciﬁes that when it comes
to professional pracce, excellence is the nurturing of a
dynamic and “supporve learning environment” (ASLA,
2004).
It was important that we considered the nature and
culture of our school community. The religious nature
of the school has an extensive impact on the way
teaching and learning occur in a Catholic school. The
focus is on “the full development of the
person” (Naonal Catholic Educaon, 2013). What
makes our school unique is the ethos and teachings of
St Francis of Assisi and his counterpart St Clare. Her
name means “light” and is the namesake for our
building, “Chiara”. We used this idea as metaphorical
inspiraon for the design process – that we would be
able to ﬁguravely and physically enlighten the
learning spaces. Emphasising a just and equitable
access to resources is important to the school’s vision
and mission and would be facilitated in our re-design
by changing the zoning of areas within the library so a
wider variety of students could use them.
Aim:
The driving aim of this re-design project was to make
the shared learning spaces of the iCentre more suited
to the needs of the learners, thus acng as a catalyst
for genuine engagement. Two main design concerns
emerged. First, the re-zoning and re-furnishing of
spaces so they reﬂected not only the physical and
virtual needs of the students, but the contemporary
educaonal philosophy of the college. Secondly, the
need to create a quiet zone where reading and other
individual learning can be fostered in a welcoming and
comfortable environment. Providing spaces that are
ﬂexible and adaptable in nature would allow students
to switch between individual and group se^ngs easily,

Staﬀ and students (the stakeholders) were consulted by
discussing ideas and conducng informal surveys. One
of the key areas of feedback from the students was the
desire to have somewhere quiet they could use for
reading or individual work. Along with the
aforemenoned pedagogical, social and cultural
reasons, this helped to create a project proposal, which
was then presented to the College Principal, Ms Dora
Luxton, for approval. Fortunately, the decision-makers
of our school could see the importance of this project
and we were able to start making design decisions
immediately to work on two areas of the library. So
began the research phase of the project, where we
sketched ﬂoor plans and scoured catalogues for
furnishings.
Our strategy was to work on small areas, one at a me
and to re-zone areas from age-speciﬁc to purposespeciﬁc zones. This was to make the spaces more
“usable” for a wider variety of students. We started
with a space that had been called the Middle Years
Area and changed its name to The Reading Zone.
Our vision was to create a welcoming and comfortable
space that fostered reading and quiet learning.
Inspiraon for this area was taken from the ideas of
Erica McWilliam (2011), who believes that “opmal
twenty-ﬁrst century learning can and should draw on
the tradions of both the school and the coﬀee house
or café” (McWilliam, p.257, 2011). She argues that by
using the social and convivial characteriscs of the
coﬀee house in the design of learning spaces, then we
can move away from the “command and control ethic
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of top-down instuonal behaviours… towards selfagency” (McWilliam, p.267, 2011). Modern coﬀee
shops and cafes, oﬀer free Wiﬁ and a comfortable
place for customers to connect with their digital or
print environment. We adopted the same concept
when choosing furnishings for this re-design. Providing
beanbag style seang, individual armchairs and
cushions that are easy to move means that students
can create a variety of seang conﬁguraons to suit
the purpose of their learning.
The noon of having individual space within a school
library context was also a major focus for this zone. It is
important to create nooks and crannies for private
me and o.en this is an acvity that is neglected in
school libraries. Sturm (p.6, 2008) suggests that the
creaon of such as space is necessary “if the library is
to serve both as a retreat from the worries of school
and as an escape to the world of ideas.” This can be
done by designing “smaller spaces contained by larger
areas” (La Marca, p.15, 2020) and by using “carrels,
bookcases, shelves and portable panels as
screening” (Doll, p.226, 1992). We were able to achieve
these spaces-within-spaces by changing the layout of
the shelving. Previously, shelves had been in a series of
parallel lines, perpendicular to the walls. By moving the
shelves into L-shapes, we were able to create the
seclusion we wanted. This immediately had a drasc
impact on the look and feel of the space. Curiously, it
created a feeling of “openness” and light, whilst sll
having the corners and niches we desired. “Secluded
study spaces… are important for students’
development and have been found empirically to
relate to performance” (Lackney, 2000). Converng a
long open bench-top into seven carrels also fulﬁlled the
need for more individualised space, promong “a
feeling of safety, containment and enclosure” (La
Marca, p.16, 2010).
Because this was a re-design (not a renovaon), it was
important to try and work with what we already had. A
simple way to do this was by moving and
reupholstering exisng furniture. We had a series of
low-set single seats that were extremely sturdy and
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comfortable, but the upholstery was worn and
uninving. We had these and some old o$omans recovered in some brightly covered stain-proof fabric.
This will give these items at least another 5 - 10 years at
a quarter of the cost of new pieces. We had some old
cushions that also just needed updang. I got some
material on sale and our Texles teacher kindly made
them. Again, I chose bright, inving colours in a modern
chevron pa$ern. The only new items of furniture were
some interesngly shaped o$omans that can be
conﬁgured into several pa$erns and some school-grade
beanbags. Our new Reading Zone was set up over the
summer holidays and ready for use at the start of 2014.
Results:
By creang a Reading Zone we have responded to “the
many curriculum documents that emphasise
personalised learning” (La Marca, p.15, 2010) and in
parcular, the need to create a highly valued reading
culture (Dorian & Asselin, p.109, 2011). The needs of
the reader can be met by focusing on a combinaon of
physical and aesthec qualies in the environment.
“Aesthec quality is achieved through the expressive
detailing of the environment” (Franz, p.2, 2013). For
example, the use of the bright colours, interesng
textures and varied levels has added praccal comfort
but also aesthec quality.
We have experienced an extremely posive response
from the major stakeholders of the space – the
students. They’ve told us how much more welcoming it
is and how it’s good to have a quieter place to work or
relax. We have also noced some new clients using the
space. We now have more senior students. Some are
there to get quiet work done in the study carrels, some
are lying on the o$omans reading with the friends and
some are just si^ng in a beanbag with headphones on
and their eyes closed. Our vision of the “coﬀee shop
style library” is coming to fruion.
The response from staﬀ has been equally encouraging.
Booking of this area by teachers has increased by
around 20% compared to last year. They tell us that
they feel more welcome and that their classes ask them
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to have lessons in the library. They like that they can
sll use the space for some quick instrucon and then
the students can choose the seang and space they
want to work in. We truly feel that we are now
opmising the space we have for maximum student
enjoyment and output.
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Our next phase is to start planning the re-design our
Senior Years Area into a “Research Zone”. We envisage
that this area will cater more directly for the
collaborave and project-based learning styles, but sll
using the same raonales and processes.
Conclusion:
This re-design has been a successful and relavely
inexpensive venture. By assessing the design needs for
a future-focussed school library space, it is easy to see
that a constant evaluaon needs to be occurring.
Planning the re-design to occur in phases will spread
out the costs and workload, making it a more realisc
project to accomplish. Assessing the speciﬁc needs of
the learners and adjusng the space accordingly will
deﬁnitely become an ongoing and ingrained part of my
role as a Teacher Librarian – as it should for anyone
who runs a space where learning occurs. I encourage
you to customise your learning spaces by using simple
re-design methods. Learning then becomes a
personalised experience that can lead to lifelong
learning, whilst reinforcing the cultural and social
values that are central to your school’s context.
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QSITE PD - Monday 1st June - James Nash SHS - 9am - 1pm

Invent to Learn
Half day workshop facilitated by Interna5onal Educators
Sylvia Mar5nez and Gary Stager
Sylvia most recently was President of
Generaon YES, a non-proﬁt with a
mission of empowering young
people to improve their schools and
communies with modern
technology. Sylvia holds a B.S. in
electrical engineering and a master’s
degree in Educaon Technology and
works in schools around the world to
bring the power of authenc learning into
classrooms, parcularly in STEM subjects. In earlier
careers, she was an aerospace engineer, computer
and video game designer, and senior scienst
researching GPS navigaonal satellite systems.

Gary S. Stager is a leading
expert and advocate for
computer programming,
robocs and learning-bydoing in classrooms and a
pioneer in developing online
learning systems. In addion
to being a popular blogger
and keynote speaker, Gary is
a journalist, teacher educator, consultant,
professor and so.ware developer, and
founder of the Construcng Modern
Knowledge summer instute for educators.

Makerspaces with Sylvia Mar5nez and Gary Stager
Sylvia Libow Marnez and Gary S. Stager are authors of Invent To Learn: Making,
Tinkering, and Engineering in the Classroom, a book for educators interested in the Maker
Movement and authenc learning for all.

Why go to EduTech to view Sylvia and Gary from afar when you can parcipate in a rich
hands-on workshop with them? This workshop is suitable for all grades and subject areas.
You will learn:
♦
How new tools and technology can reinvigorate Project Based Learning
♦
Best classroom pracces for integrang maker technology
♦
How to plan engaging projects based on the Think-Make-Improve design model
♦
How to choose the technologies with the maximum learning impact
♦
How to make the case for making, nkering and engineering

WHEN: Monday June 1st
TIME: 9 am to 1 pm
VENUE: James Nash SHS, 109 Myall Street, GYMPIE
Registra5on from 8am - Morning Tea provided
For more informaon:
h@p://qsite.edu.au
email: oﬃce@qsite.edu.au
Contact: Karen Swi3 0400 628 107
COST:

QSITE Members $165 (including GST)
Non-members $220 (including GST)

Please Note: Payment by Credit Card only.

Register and pay on line
h@p://www.trybooking.com/HMDY

QSITE PD - Monday 1st June - University of Sunshine Coast - 4pm - 5pm

Making, Love and Learning
Lecture Presenta2on by Gary Stager
Special Guest - Sylvia Mar2nez
Gary S. Stager is a leading
expert and advocate for
computer programming,
robocs and learning-bydoing in classrooms and a
pioneer in developing online
learning systems. In addion
to being a popular blogger
and keynote speaker, Gary is
a journalist, teacher educator, consultant,
professor and soEware developer, and
founder of the Construcng Modern
Knowledge summer instute for educators.

Sylvia most recently was President of
Generaon YES, a non-proﬁt with a
mission of empowering young
people to improve their schools and
communies with modern
technology. Sylvia holds a B.S. in
electrical engineering and a master’s
degree in Educaon Technology and
works in schools around the world to
bring the power of authenc learning into
classrooms, parcularly in STEM subjects. In earlier
careers, she was an aerospace engineer, computer
and video game designer, and senior scienst
researching GPS navigaonal satellite systems.

Makerspaces with Sylvia Mar2nez and Gary Stager
Sylvia Libow Marnez and Gary S. Stager are authors of Invent To Learn: Making,
Tinkering, and Engineering in the Classroom, a book for educators interested in the
Maker Movement and authenc learning for all.
Learning outside of school is being transformed by the trends of nkering, maker culture and
personal fabricaon.
The Maker ethos of construconism or learning-by-making through ﬁrst-hand experience will be
explored in the context of projects using a range of analogue and digital 'construcon' materials.
Children can now use technology to create and solve their own problems. Aﬀordable tools and
materials such as: 3D printers, laser cu)ers, Arduino microcontrollers, MaKey MaKey construcon
kits, conducve paint and wearable compung components, allow students to go further than was
imagined just a few years ago.
Gary Stager's lecture will highlight how junk, high-tech gear, art supplies and engineering
principles collide to expand human potenal.

WHEN:
TIME:
VENUE:

Monday June 1st
4pm - 5pm
Level 3, Building J, University of the Sunshine Coast
Registra2on and ACernoon tea from 3.15pm

For more informaon:
h?p://qsite.edu.au
email: oﬃce@qsite.edu.au
Venue Contact: Karen Swi& 0400 628 107
COST:

QSITE Members $44 (including GST)
Non-members $88 (including GST)

Register and pay on line
h?p://www.trybooking.com/HMEJ
Please Note: Payment by Credit Card only .
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